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And having circular knitting machine according to one of
claims 1 to 3, characterized in that the first patterning
device associated one of the knitting needles 4 first lock
portion 36 with a respective knitting, tuck and non-knitting
track 63, 60, 57 for patternwise distribution of the knitting
needles 4 is set up such that they pass through either the
tuck or knit web by running 60, 63 and thereby pick up the
ground thread 39 or without receiving the base thread 39the
non-knitting track Circular knitting machine according to
claim 4, characterized in that the first pattern device
comprises a first selecting means 17a for patternwise
distribution of the knitting needles 4 on the non-knitting
track 57 and a raising path and a second selection means 17b
for patternwise distribution of the raising path passing
knitted web 4 on the catch web 60 or the knitted web Circular
knitting machine according to claim 4 or 5, characterized in
that the catch web 60 and the knitted web 63 lying on a
between the catch web 60 and the non-knitting track 57the
intermediate position 65 forming respective level.
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From this aspect, the paper by Zhang and Wang from Chinese
Academy of Sciences, about IdeaGraph plus that is an algorithm
for aiding the perception of unnoticed events, showed an
extension of KeyGraph R that has been used for chance
discovery discovery of "chances" -- uncertain events
significant for decision making. When you receive guidance
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still mind with clearness.
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